Pitfire Grill Instructions

The propane Pitfire Grill is a basic insert grill which contains two cooking grids, one warming rack, one lava rock tray, four burner guards, four burners, four 275* Hi – Lo burner knobs, one battery powered igniter with four spark igniters which ignite simultaneously, one for each of the burners.

The Pitfire Grill has options which include: two side shelves, a side burner, a cabinet with four wheels or a stainless steel mounting post system.

**Lighting Instructions**

1) Secure gas regulator to propane tank, making sure the connections is tight.
2) Open propane tank completely
3) Turn any know to HI position
4) Push igniter button
5) Turn the rest of the desired burners on.

**Shut off Instructions**

When done with the grill shut off burners, close propane tank completely.